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Pain 

The pain is essential sense in human body. If we do not feel any pain, we cannot recognize our body 

alarming of danger of life. Pain protects our health and life. However, pain is uncomfortable. We avoid 

to have pain feeling and try to get rid of it by medication. Medical development is all for pain 

management.  

What is the pain? The pain mechanism is explained to four categories in Western Medicine:  

1. Nociceptive pain (physical damage, sports injury, a dental procedure etc) the pain pathway is through 

to brain or spinal cord. There are two kind of pain nerve fibers to brain, Aδ- and C-fibers. Aδ-fibers are 

short-lasting-pricking type of pain sensation. C-fibers is poor localization and dull pain sensation. (12)  

2. Inflammatory pain (postoperative pain, trauma etc) The damaged cells release chemicals including 

histamine, bradykinin, and prostaglandins etc.  

3. Neuropathic pain (damage or disease affecting the somatosensory nervous system, Peripheral nerve 

neuropathy: Postherpetic neuralgia, diabetic neuropathy, caused by anticancer drugs, etc. Nerve or 

spinal cord neuropathy: post-stroke pain, pain after spinal cord injury, disc herniation, Trigeminal 

neuralgia etc.   

4. Psychogenic pain (caused by psychological factors of emotion or stress, depression, anxiety etc) (2). 

These pains occur alone or overlap in the body.  Simply said, there are physical pain, tissue inflammation 

chemical response pain, nerve pain and mental pain. For finding the pain causes, we are asked, what 

kinds of pain, where is pain, how long, when feel pain, how degree of the pain. These questions give us 

the hints of the causes of pain. All this category of pains has pathways to brain, except mental pain. 

How about in Traditional Chinese Medicine (TCM)? TCM Classic, Haun Di Neijing Suwen explains the 

pain.  

“When the qi and blood flowing continuously through the body within the channels are attacked by a 

cold pathogen, they stagnate. If the cold pathogen attacks outside the channels in the periphery, it will 

simply decrease the blood flow. When it attacks within the channels, it actually blocks the qi flow and 

creates pain.” (4) Additional, Giovanni Maciocia who is a world-renowned expert in Chinese medicine 

and acupuncture, wrote in his book of Diagnosis in Chinese Medicine: The pain has Full or Empty 

character of the condition. The pathogenic factors are exterior pathogenic factor, interior cold and heat, 

stagnation of Qi, stasis of blood, dampness, phlegm, retention of food. All these pathogenic factors 

obstruct the circulation of Qi or Blood, or both, and therefore cause pain. “Obstruction causes pain: if 

there is no obstruction there is no pain” (Bu tang ze tong, tong ze bu tong) (13) 

The channels in TCM were discovered by the ancient Chinese physician Hua Tuo. TCM believe Qi 

permeates every part and every aspect of the body, it tends to collect and travel along pathways called 

"jing luo." These are the so-called "meridians" or “channels”. The channel system connects all aspects of 



the body together into one network of energetic communication. Channels are not real anatomical 

structures. The scientists have found no evidence that supports their existence. However, this idea was 

believed for over 2000 years until now and used for treating people in acupuncture.  

 When we study the channels of Acupuncture, we can find some pathways are matched or very close to 

nerve paths, blood stream paths, muscle fibers flow, etc. 

There is pain condition of Osteoarthritis (OA). OA is the most common form of arthritis, affecting over 

30 million people in the Unites States, 1 in every 10 people dealing with the painful effects of OA. It 

occurs when the protective cartilage that cushions the ends of your bones wears down over time. 

Although OA can damage any joint, the disorder most commonly affects joints in your hands, knees, hips 

and spine. (1)(2) OA is a progressive disease, and there is no cure.  In worst cases, OA treatment may be 

surgery to replace the joint. However, there are many ways to manage OA effectively. (3) 

OA is diagnosed by physical exam (to check the joint for tenderness, swelling), X-rays (cartilage loss, 

narrowing of the bone space), Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), blood tests and joint fluid analysis for 

inflammatory chemical substances. (6) X-ray examination is the most common in clinic for OA diagnosis. 

Mark L Friedman MD FACEP FACP is the Chief Medical Officer at First Stop Health said “In my years in 

medicine, I have seen people with X-rays that show NO EVIDENCE of joint damage and their blood tests 

show virtually no evidence of inflammatory disease, but their clinical symptoms are quintessentially 

those of arthralgias, immobility, even body-wide pain. I have seen other patients with knee X-rays 

showing joint damage so severe that they shouldn't be able to walk, but instead continue to play sports 

or dance without any significant pain or impairment. “(5) 

Gregory Middleton, MD, US San Diego school of medicine said, “Numerous studies have shown that we 

cannot predict pain based on the severity of arthritis.” “people can have mild damage and not be able to 

walk, or horrible damage and walking 5 miles a day.” (14)  

As a most known supplements for OA are glucosamine, chondroitin. Both of supplements are most 

researched in study of science and medicines, over 5000 reports. In 2014 the world bought over 29,000 

tons. They were proved just a placebo by Dr. J Y Reginster (2001) and Dr. Hughes (2002). Placebo works 

very well for joint pain. Or glucosamine was no more effective than placebo. (11) (15) (16) 

OA condition shows physical pain and phycological pain or both, it does not depend on any images of 

medical examinations.  

I have a hypothesis. TCM channels cover all pain pathways, including mental, phycological pain in my 

experiences of OA. I was diagnosed when I was 30 years old. The medical doctor ordered my knees 

examinations of X-ray and MRI. The finding was knee joint degeneration, OA. It shows the early stage, 

however the pain was severe, not able to go downstair without holding something. Ther doctor 

recommended to take pain control medicines daily for preventing swollen and glucosamine, chondroitin 

supplements, also recommended to lose weight. Until I met the Acupuncture treatment, it had taken 

these medications. During activities, my knee was injured, it was meniscus partial tear. The X-ray 

showed same OA condition and some flipped meniscus tear. At this time, I had acupuncture treatments 

for knee injury. Since then, my knee became well. Now I do not take any medications or supplements. I 

recognize my OA pain was mostly phycological pain. This was supported previous paragraphs and 

studies  



The both theories of Western medical and TCM, pain are “disorder or blockage, damage of signs through 

pathway”. However, the mechanism is complicated and still unknown. OA was found in fossils of 

dinosaurs. Since human being exist, OA is there. According to my experiences and the researches, 

physical damages are not always the causes of pain. Unknown pain pathway is existing, but we cannot 

see. This is the similar idea as channel of acupuncture.  
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